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Access Ramps

0845 602 9663

Giving you access to all areas...

Mobile Yard Ramps
For fast, efficient loading and unloading of trucks / trailers
by forklift truck, particularly when no loading bay is
available. Yardramps are renowned for their quality and
strength, and for the availability of specialist engineers,
who aim to reach you within 48 hours in the case of a
breakdown.
All models include a steel superstructure, hand operated
hydraulic pump to raise ramp to required height, built in
towing mechanism for moving by fork truck. Solid tyres.
1.8m of safety chain on each side for securing ramp to
truck or dock and serrated open grid deck for positive
traction in all weather conditions.

Walk Ramps

users have difficulty accessing or exiting buildings when
a doorframe surround exists, particularly an issue with
modern PVC patio doorframes.
Manufactured from lightweight aluminium with a handle
for ease of movement.

Door Threshold Ramp
A situation may exist where only a door threshold frame
needs to be bridged in order to gain access, this can be
achieved with this unit.
The Threshold Ramp is a lightweight unit manufactured
using aluminium construction suitable for wheelchairs and
trucks. Includes a lifting handle, anti-slip finish, safety side
curbs and securing legs to lock onto the threshold.

Suitable for sack trucks and hand balling.

Fixed Aluminium Ramps

Various options & adjustments to ensure the ramp works
for your specific application, ie height variations, width,
capacity, anti-slip coating for outdoor use, handrails.

Strong and sturdy ramps, suitable for wheelchairs and
trucks, for applications where a fixed height variation exists
and the ramp doesn’t need to be variable in height.

Door Frame Entry

• Manufactured from aluminium with anti-slip grit coating.

Designed for use inside buildings, where wheelchair

• Includes fixing lugs for securing to ground.
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